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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry (3D-PTV) is a flow measure-
ment technique that tracks Lagrangian trajectories of passive tracer particles
using stereoscopic imaging. The technique allows for detailed analysis of the
velocities along particle trajectories in unsteady flows. The implementa-
tion and optimization of the technique is involved however, requiring precise
attention to the correct methods of system setup, camera calibration, and
processing.
This thesis aims to develop an optimal system setup for the use of 3D-
PTV for studying flow behavior in the wakes of marine organisms. Previous
studies have been limited by the restrictions of other flow measurement tech-
niques, and have been largely confined to 2D analysis. This paper describes
the methods by which 3D-PTV can be optimized for this purpose, including
choice of calibration target, seeding particles, and PTV software parame-
ters. The output data is analyzed and compared with existing 2D data as a
demonstration of the technique.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of 3D-PTV
3D-Particle Tracking Velocimetry (3D-PTV) is an experimental technique
capable of measuring a flow field and extracting 3D, Lagrangian data without
disturbing the flow. To quantify the flow, 3D-PTV follows the trajectories
of seeding particles within the fluid. These trajectories are found in three
dimensions using stereoscopic imaging. The resulting trajectory data can
then be interpreted to learn about the velocity and acceleration of the flow
in both the Lagrangian and Eulerian domains.
1.2 Data Collection
A 3D-PTV setup requires the following technical components to collect data:
seeding particles, a light source, high-speed camera(s), and a method of cam-
era calibration. The user must also know the number of frames to be captured
as well as the size of the investigation volume to be studied. The seeding
particles are illuminated by the light source and captured in images from
multiple camera views over a number of frames. This can be achieved ei-
ther with several high-speed cameras or with a single high-speed camera in
conjunction with a mirror setup to provide multiple camera views. Tracer
particles that are captured in multiple camera views are then reconstructed
in 3D based on the epipolar geometry after the system is calibrated.
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1.3 Data Processing
The raw images must be preprocessed to remove any static background before
being processed in the 3D-PTV software, in this case OpenPTV [1]. These
images can be further edited to mask any irrelevant areas of the flow field.
After preprocessing, the software first runs images through a high-pass filter
to remove remaining noise. It can then detect any particles and give their
pixel locations in each camera view. Based on the epipolar geometry, the
software can establish correspondences between detected particles in different
camera views. Then the 3D position of each of these particles is determined.
This process is carried out first on a calibration image alone, then on the
entire image sequence of the captured data. The software tracks detected
images over subsequent frames of the sequence to form trajectories.
The raw output of the 3D-PTV software provides information on particle
positions, velocities, accelerations, and particle IDs for each frame. These IDs
allow a given particle to be followed over multiple frames. From this data,
the Lagrangian trajectories can be extracted and plotted in three dimensions.
The trajectory information can also be interpolated to a grid-field at a single
frame to allow for Eulerian analysis of the flow. Eulerian velocity fields can
be obtained in three-dimensions, or the velocity field of a single, arbitrary
plane can be studied in detail.
1.4 Scope of the Research
This study aims to explore the trajectories formed in the wakes of Aurelia
aurita using 3D-PTV. The wake behavior is studies through the analysis of
3D trajectories as well as the examination of Eulerian velocity fields. This
study intends to improve upon previous efforts to study these trajectories,
and optimize the 3D-PTV setup for this purpose. This represents the first
use of 3D-PTV on living creatures and it will pave the way for future studies
into the wake behavior of marine organisms.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 reviews previous works related to Aurelia aurita and the develop-
ment of the 3D-PTV technique. The hardware setup and data pre-processing
are presented in chapter 3. In chapter 4, the modifications made to the tech-
nique and subsequent results are examined in detail. The overall work is
concluded in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS
The dynamics behind the motion and flow associated with Aurelia aurita
have been studied in depth. Daniel [2] described the forces involved with the
swimming motion and suggested that the acceleration reaction is the dom-
inant fluid force. McHenry [3] used numerical simulations and experiments
to study the hydrodynamics as a combination of paddle and jet mechanisms.
Colin [4] also proposed a model for body acceleration of prolate jellyfish.
Experiments by Dabiri [5] showed that oblate jellyfish produce two vor-
tices of opposite rotational sense in a given propulsive cycle; one during the
power stroke, and the other during the recovery stroke. Recently, Gemmell
[6] showed that this pattern allow for a degree of passive energy recapture,
giving jellyfish an edge over similar competing organisms.
Most experimental investigations into the effects of medusan locomotion
on flow have relied on 2D Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to obtain veloc-
ity fields in the specimens wake. This technique has been employed exten-
sively, and its efficacy has been demonstrated on the study of several different
species of marine life [7, 8]. Improvements to the PIV setup include creating
a portable, handheld system that can be used to manually follow a given
specimen and take in situ measurements [9]. However, with 2D PIV, velocity
data can only be acquired for a single plane.
More recently, the application of volumetric PIV has allowed for three-
dimensional measurements of biological wake structures [10]. However, this
method does not produce full trajectories and does not provide insight on
acceleration or other higher-order quantities in the specimens wake.
Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) represents an alternative imaging
method that can produce Lagrangian trajectories and data on acceleration
events in three dimensions. The method was first introduced by Chang [11]
and was later developed by Racca [12], Maas [13], and Malik [14]. Kreizer [15]
developed a method to use a four-view splitter to achieve the necessary multi-
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view stereoscopy using a single camera.
PTV has been applied previously to open channel flow, when Virant and
Dracos computed turbulent quantities in both Eulerian and Langrangian
frames from the measured data sets [16]. Recently PTV has been applied
to study the Lagrangian features of circular and semicircular jets [17]. The
technique has not been previously applied to the study of marine organisms,
but the similarities of jellyfish propulsion to jet mechanisms makes them a
suitable candidate for study using PTV.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1 Hardware
A moon jellyfish (Aurelia aurita) whose maximum bell diameter, dj, reached
approximately 37.5 mm was placed in a thin, rectangular acrylic tank with
a side length of 5.3 dj. The tank was constructed with a depth of 1.3 dj
to contain the investigation volume while minimizing the amount of noise
captured from liquid outside of the investigation volume. The saltwater in
the tank was seeded with 55 m silver-coated glass spheres, which were il-
luminated by four 250 W halogen spotlights. The tank’s black background
served to provide contrast to the illuminated particles without allowing for
any reflection of the particles.
High-resolution images were captured with a PTV system consisting of
a Mikrotron 4CXP high-speed camera mounted with a Photrack four-view
splitter to achieve the necessary multi-view stereoscopy as described in Kreizer
(Kreizer). The camera-mirror system was calibrated for the given setup to
capture a 1.3 dj cubic investigation volume using OpenPTV [1]. This study
made use of a planar calibration target with calibration images taken at
multiple depths. Figure 3.1 shows the camera-tank system with the planar
calibration target in place. The target was mounted on a MB40 UniSlide
motor-driven traverse system that was used to adjust the target to various
depths at a spatial resolution of 6.4 µm per step. Images were taken at
depths of 0 dj, 0.37 dj, and 0.8 dj from the back of the investigation volume
and superimposed to produce a composite calibration image.
Jellyfish cannot generally survive in a tank without rounded edges and
gentle background flow, so they could not be kept in the rectangular tank on
a permanent basis. The presence of seeding particles and heat from the lights
would also have been harmful to the jellyfish after prolonged exposure. To
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup with planar calibration target in place.
address these concerns, the jellyfish was kept in a kreisel tank free of seeding
particles until at least half an hour before data collection, at which point it
was gently transferred to the rectangular tank and allowed to acclimate to
the new environment. The salinity of each tank was kept the same, with a
specific gravity of 1.022, but jellyfish are sensitive to even minor changes in
salinity and can exhibit atypical swimming behavior if they have not fully
acclimated. The spotlights were also left off until data acquisition began, and
shut off once again immediately after in order to prevent significant changes
in water temperature that could affect the jellyfishs behavior.
3.2 Pre-Processing
After images were collected, they had to be pre-processed to remove back-
ground noise using ImageJ image editing software [18]. This involved finding
the static portion of the image sequence by taking the median intensity of
each pixel over the entire sequence, producing a background image that con-
tained only those particles that did not move throughout the duration of the
image set. This background was removed by comparing it with each image
in the sequence once more, but taking the minimum intensity for each pixel
between the original image and the background image. The jellyfish head
point was also marked manually at timestamps corresponding to maximum
bell diameter to allow the general motion of the body to be tracked using
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Figure 3.2: (a) 3D view of edges of the mask (b) sample image of the mask
applied to all four camera views.
OpenPTV as well. Unlike previous studies however, the head point was only
tracked once each at the beginning and end of the swimming cycle, not at
every frame.
The raw images contained a very high seeding particle density, but not all
of the particles captured in each image set were influenced by the presence
of the jellyfish. To allow for a more focused examination of the particle
trajectories, the images in all four frames were masked to show only the
relevant areas of interest. In this case, the areas containing the initial vortex
ring expelled by a single pulse were left unmasked. Based on the findings
of Dabiri [5], the first vortex ring was calculated to extend backwards from
the jellyfish in a cone segment with base diameter equal to roughly twice the
jellyfish bell diameter and height equal to roughly 1.5 dj. Figure 3.2 shows
the edges of the cone segment for an example mask. This mask was applied
based on the position of the jellyfish at the end of a pulse cycle when it had
returned to maximum bell diameter. The points shown in three-dimensions
here were then projected onto the images from each of the four camera views,
and only the areas contained within the projected points were left unmasked.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Images were collected for a single Aurelia aurita over 8 image sequences.
Within each of these, a single pulse cycle was extracted and analyzed to give
a representative sample of jellyfish flow. Images were taken at 550 Hz.
4.1 Analysis of Optimization of 3D-PTV
The method employed in this study was derived by iterating and improv-
ing upon past efforts into studying marine life using PTV. In an effort to
provide more accurate calibration, a new calibration target was used. In pre-
vious studies [19], a single stair-shaped target was used to provide fiducial
points along vertical lines at various depths. By instead using a planar target
mounted to a traverse system, entire planes of fiducial points are acquired at
each depth. A comparison of the points provided by a three-plane calibra-
tion with those from the stair calibration is shown in Figure 4.1. The new
system covers the entire volume more comprehensively, allowing for insight
into sections of the investigation volume not covered by the old system (e.g.
the sections under the stairs).
In order to improve the data quality further, smaller seeding particles were
used to allow for higher seeding particle density. By using more representa-
tive particles, the flow properties could be more completely understood. In
addition, the error tolerance for reconstructing a particle in three-dimensions
could be made stricter, providing more accurate 3D coordinates for each par-
ticle without any loss in the number of data points. The specimen for this
experiment also possessed a larger maximum bell diameter, meaning the vor-
tices produced in its wake would be larger [5].
When changing the seeding particle size and density for a PTV setup, it
is important to optimize a tolerance parameter known as the total band, β.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of fiducial points of the current calibration
technique with those of a past method.
During the PTV process, particles that are detected in a given frame are
defined by the epipolar line extending from the camera view to the particle.
These epipolar lines are compared to those detected in the other three frames
to check for points that correspond to the same 3D position. If the epipolar
lines from at least three of four frames are found to nearly intersect within
the total band tolerance, then the particle is reconstructed in 3D. The recon-
struction ratio, λr, is defined as the ratio of reconstructed particles measured
against the total number of detected particles. The relationship between the
reconstruction ratio and the total band for this setup can be seen in Figure
4.2 (a).
The total band also affects the link ratio. During the particle tracking
step of PTV, subsequent frames are checked for reconstructed particles in
positions near the particles reconstructed in previous frames. If a particle is
detected in the subsequent frame, it is linked in a trajectory; otherwise the
trajectory ends prematurely. The ratio between linked trajectories and lost
trajectories is known as the link ratio, λl. Adjusting the total band will affect
the total number of reconstructed particles, and therefore affect how many
trajectories will end prematurely due to missing particles. A relationship
between the link ratio and total band for this setup is shown in Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: (a) Reconstruction ratio vs total band (b) Link ratio vs total
band.
(b). The total band has to be optimized to maximize both link ratio and
reconstruction ratio, so for this setup we chose a total band corresponding
to β/dJ = 6.67×10−4.
One unique aspect of using PTV for this study is the comparatively low
velocities associated with the swimming behavior of marine organisms. Au-
relia aurita were found to swim at a maximum speed of 28 mm/s, and the
average velocity of the flow surrounding the specimen in this study was ap-
proximately 13 mm/s. PTV tracks particles between frames by using a range
of estimated velocity and acceleration magnitudes to estimate where a parti-
cle will appear in a subsequent frame. These tracking parameters had to be
reduced significantly to account for the slow jellyfish speed; otherwise spuri-
ous trajectories would be formed, yielding false results. An example of the
spurious trajectories can be seen in green in Figure 4.3. A sequence of only
20 images was examined in one camera view, during which the particles were
manually observed to translate less than 15 pixels each. Under unoptimized
settings, the software detects many large-scale motions (indicated in green)
that can safely be described as inaccurate. The tracking parameters were
optimized to maintain the highest number of legitimate trajectories while
eliminating those that were formed erroneously.
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(b)(a)
Figure 4.3: Output trajectories from 20 sample frames using (a)
unoptimized tracking parameters and (b) corrected tracking parameters.
Detected particles are shown in red, while spurious trajectories are shown
in green.
4.2 Examination of Output Data
Processing the collected image sequences in OpenPTV produced output tra-
jectories, an example of which can be seen in Figure 4.4. In this case, the
jellyfish was swimming away from the investigation volume in the positive
y-direction. These trajectories represent the motion of all particles over the
duration of the image sequence. The trajectories have been color mapped
based on x-velocity. The figure seems to indicate the existance of a vortex
generated on the left side of the jellyfish as it refills.
From this Lagrangian data, three-dimensional Eulerian velocity fields can
be extracted as seen in Figure 4.5. This is achieved by selecting a frame to
study and extracting the instantaneous velocity of all trajectories that pass
through this frame. A local mean was taken over several frames to prevent the
interference of temporal outliers. This velocity data was then interpolated to
a grid over the volume of interest using natural neighbor interpolation. This
representation is not directly uselful however, since it can not be validated
by previous studies that only produced planar data.
In order to compare this data with previous studies of Aurelia aurita, one
plane of this data can be extracted and projected to two dimensions. One
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Figure 4.4: Sample trajectories formed by jellyfish swimming in the positive
y-direction. Color represents x-velocity.
Figure 4.5: Three-dimensional Eulerian velocity field of wake behavior.
Data is translated to have origin at the initial position of the jellyfish
(x0,y0,z0).
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advantage of obtaining a full 3D Eulerian velocity field is that any arbitrary
2D plane of interest can be extracted and examined. Past studies that used
2D PIV to study flow induced by jellyfish relied on a single plane of data and
assumed that the specimen was swimming within this plane. In reality, the
jellyfish could be swimming out of plane, meaning that the planar data being
studied is not entirely representative of the flow directly in the jellyfishs wake.
Using 3D-PTV however, we can track the general motion of the jellyfish head,
as was done to determine the mask from Figure 3.2, to find the plane in
which the jellyfish is actually swimming. We can then obtain a 2D velocity
field corresponding to that specific plane, giving us a more representative
sample of the flow in the immediate wake of the jellyfish. Figure 4.6 shows
the velocity field in the plane through which the jellyfish swam. The field
is taken at four instants of τ , the time normalized by the duration of one
jellyfish pulse, to show the temporal evolution of the flow. The velocity
fields indicate the existence of multiple vortices of opposite sense ejected in
the jellyfish wake.
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Figure 4.6: Velocity fields in a plane containing the motion of the jellyfish
body. The black dot represents initial position of the jellyfish.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the capability of 3D-PTV as a method of tracking the
flow in the wakes of marine organisms. This study has focused on Aurelia
aurita with small bell diameters, but this method can be applied to track the
flow induced by other species of marine life as well. However, the setup that
has been described here is optimally suited for small investigation volumes
(cubes with approx. 5 cm side length). Capturing significantly larger inves-
tigation volumes would necessitate the use of a multi-camera system rather
than a single camera with a view-splitter as described for this study.
One of the challenges involved with using 3D-PTV to study marine organ-
isms is the lack of existing trajectory data describing these organisms wakes.
This makes validation of the system difficult. However, Aurelia aurita has
been studied previously using other imaging methods such as PIV that out-
put planar velocity data. The sample planar velocity field shown in Figure
5.1 shows qualitative agreement with the data obtained using PIV in past
studies [6], including the presence of pairs of starting and stopping vortices.
The method described in this paper faces many of the same challenges as-
sociated with previous methods employed to study marine life. Specifically,
constraining the organism to reside within the investigation volume is diffi-
cult. A portable PTV system that could be adjusted manually to follow the
organism, similar to the portable SCUVA PIV system developed by Katija
and Dabiri [9], would be an ideal solution to this problem. Producing a
handheld PTV system would pose unique engineering challenges however,
and is outside the scope of this paper. The method described here splits the
camera output between four views, so each view contains only one quarter of
the total camera resolution. This could be improved by using four cameras
rather than a single camera with a view splitter, allowing for images to be
taken at higher resolutions. As mentioned previously, this would also allow
for a more customizable investigation volume.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of planar velocity data (a) adapted from Gemmell
et. al. [6] and (b) from the results of this study.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
The main goal of this thesis is to provide readers with a comprehensive
procedure for the setup and implementation of 3D-PTV for the purposes
of studying marine organisms. This framework may be useful for attempts
to study the wakes of organisms other than Aurelia aurita, and may assist
those improving the technique. 3D-PTV has great potential because of its
ability to take three-dimensional measurements in the Lagrangian frame as
well as provide information on Eulerian flow data. In addition, since the
program tracks detected particles individually, it can be used to track active,
inertial particles as well as passive, seeding particles. The marine organisms
themselves can even be tracked if they are properly marked.
The next step for this technique is to explore what other physical flow
quantities can be derived in organism wakes that are not currently being ex-
plored through other measurement techniques. Acceleration events, torsion,
and curvature of flows can be explored through the use of 3D-PTV, and these
quantities can provide new insight into the flow behavior of these organisms.
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